Theatre production opens
••
main performance Fr~day
By BRIAN GOAD
Staff writer

"The Tragical History of Dr.
Faustus.'' a play containing
demons. black magic, the devil
and a scholar will be performed
on Eastern 's campus beginning
this weekend.
Performances will be at 8 p.m.
Friday through Wednesday with
the exception of a Sunday matinee performance at 2 p.m in the
Fine Arts Theater.
Ticket prices are $3 for children
and senior citizens, $4 for adults
and $2 for students.
The play, originally written by
Christopher Marlowe, _is from the
Elizabethan era. It fea.tures Dr.
Faustus, a scholar who has
reached his highest limit. Having
gained all of the possible knowledge that he possibly can, he gets
caught in a struggle between
belief in God and curiosity of the
mystical powers of black magic.
Dr. Faustus is then torn between
his lust for knowledge and a lust
for power. The doctor sells his
soul to the devil in exchange for
the power he can gain through the
use of black magic.
In the play, the doctor possesses a magical power and uses it to
entice a dutchess when he makes
a bunch of grapes appear out of
thin air.·
After the doctor gives in to the
devil 's deal he is taunted by
·demons for the rest of his life.
The demons haunt the doctor and
tease him through the remaining
24 years of his life.
He is mislead by temptations
presented by the demons and the
seven deadly sins, which also
appear in demon form, until he
reaches his ultimate downfall at
the end of the play.
Play director Jerry Eisenhour
said he doesn't really know how
college students will react to the
play. "They should find the lighting of the play spectacular, especially because it was designed by
students." Eisenhour said he
wanted basically a rock concert

_
light show for this play.
C.S. Blady, a theater major
who helped design and set up the
light display, said "including
backlighting for the stage, we
have anywhere from 95 to lOO

''-------------The
ultimate
goal was to produce an interesting, unusual production of a
great play that is
not frequently
performed.
-Jerry Eisenhour
Director -

--------''

different Versions of the play
emerged shortly after his death.
At that •time, there were no
copyright laws and many plays
were stolen from their original
authors. Eisenhour said the reason
the play isn ' t performed is
because no one is really sure
which scri~t is _Marlowe's.
. Althouph most authorities
believe the reginning and the end
of the flay are originally
Marlowe's work, it's the middle
that dr~ws some concern,
Eisenhour!said.
"The mi(idle of the play has suffered fou~ centuries of additions,
deletions. ~a_!chet work~ iF ot~e,r 1
words, the midd~of tbe..pla.y is~iD
extreme doubt," he said .
- "I'he texts to the ' Doctb"'f{
Faustus' play are very choppy, ~o'
I had to make my own script."
Eisenhour, who has studied
Marlowe's great works for 20
years, said he feels the adaptation
for this production is very close to
the original script.
Eisenhour likes to call this play
an, "experimental ensemble." He
calls it, "experimental" because
it uses techniques not often
employed in the modern day
world of "television realism."
Actors wearing masks, playing
several roles and human voices
producing sound effects are part
of what will make the play unusual, Eisenhour said: Some
sequences of the play will re_quire
the audience to use ~ts imagination to complete the illusions.
·
"The storyline of the play is
easy to follow," Eisenhour said,
"but the audience will have to
pay close atiention to understand
everything invov led."
All of the cast had an equal say
in creating the performance. Ideas
presented by the actresses and
actors were used to make the production.
Eisenhour said, "the ultimate
goal was to produce an interesting, unusual production of a great
play that is not frequently performed."
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lights set up for the show." The
main purpose for having such an
elaborate lighting system is
because "we want to bring more
life to the play."
Along with the lighting display
is the stage itself. The stage ,
designed by staff and faculty,
extends about 10 to 15 feet from
the original stage. It has a maze of
hills, tunnels and caves from
which characters will enter and
exit during the various acts.
Some of the actors will practically enter into the audience.
Eisenhour admitted some of the
audience members in the rows
closer to the stage might be a lit.tle uncomfortable with the actors
being so close to them. The purpose of extending the stage that
close to the audience was to give
them a chance to gain a better
understanding of the play, he said.
Eisenhour also said the costumes are beautiful. Demons will
appear in masks and the other
characters will appear in medieval
clothing that is very nice looking.
The play is not widely performed due to many different
copies of the script. Author
Christopher Marlowe was mysteriously killed in 1593 and many

